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We show the existence of points in the Mandelbrot cardioid

that have the one-equator property, a property useful for the

study of quaternionic dynamics. The question whether the Julia

set is homeomorphic to a codimension-one sphere becomes a

good deal more subtle in quaternionic dynamics.

1. INTRODUCTION: QUATERNIONIC JULIA SETSThe quaternions H can be represented as a directsum H = R�R3 . A quaternion will be denoted byX = (�; ~x);where � 2 R is the real part and ~x 2 R3 is thevector part. Multiplication, given byAB = (�;~a)(�;~b) = (�� � ~a~b; �~b+ �~a+ ~a�~b);is associative, distributive, yet not commutative.In particular, squaring in H reduces toX2 = (�2�~x2; 2�~x):The complex �eld C can be imbedded bya+ bi 7! (a; b~{);where a and b are real and ~{ is the �rst vector ofthe canonical basis (~{;~|;~k).In the complex plane the Julia set is de�ned bynormal families. In the skew �eld of quaternionsthere are no nontrivial analytic functions, but wecan de�ne the quaternionic Julia set JHc of a quad-ratic function x 7! x2 + cas the boundary of the basin of attraction of thepoint at in�nity. In the complex plane it is known
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110 Experimental Mathematics, Vol. 6 (1997), No. 2that for every parameter c from the big Mandelbrotcardioid M1 = ��=2� �2=4 : j�j < 1	the corresponding Julia set Jc is a homeomorphicimage of the circle [Carleson and Gamelin 1993].In the analysis of the quaternionic Julia sets, wecan take the parameter c to be complex, with noloss in generality. But even if c is in the Mandelbrotcardioid, the corresponding Julia set need not behomeomorphic to the three-sphere S3. Holbrook[1987] has shown that JHc is multiply connected,and therefore topologically not a sphere, if the com-plex Julia set Jc crosses the imaginary axis morethan twice.Suppose that �ai 2 Jc, where a > 0. The wholesphere S2a = f(0; ~x) : k~xk = agbelongs to JHc , because any point in S2a is mappedto the complex point (ai)2 + c. We shall call thissphere an equator of JHc . If there is only one equa-tor it is possible to divide the quaternionic Juliaset into two hemispheres [Kozak and Petek 1994].Only in this situation can the quaternionic Juliaset be homeomorphic to the sphere.Of course, if we take c real and in the Mandelbrotcardioid M1|that is, c 2 (� 34 ; 14) � R|the com-plex Julia set Jc intersects the imaginary axis onlytwice. This follows from the symmetry of the Juliaset Jc with respect to the imaginary axis for realc. For these values of c the corresponding quater-nionic Julia set is obtained by rotating the complexJulia set Jc around the real axis:JHc = f(�; ~x) : � + k~xk i 2 Jcg ;so JHc is homeomorphic to the three-sphere.
2. DEFINITION OF THE ONE-EQUATOR PROPERTYLet fc : C ! C be the quadratic functionfc (z) = z2 + c:

Definition 2.1. The complex number c from theMandelbrot cardioid M1 has the one-equator prop-erty if the Julia set Jc intersects the imaginary axisexactly twice.It is easy to �nd points that do not have the one-equator property.
Example 2.2. Set c = �0:7 + 0:1i 2 M1 and takethe points w1 = 0:818i and w2 = 0:822i on theimaginary axis. The sequence (fnc (w1))n2N divergesto in�nity, whereas the sequence (fnc (w2))n2N con-verges to the attracting �xed point of fc. Since w1is below w2, the imaginary axis intersects the Juliaset Jc more than twice. See Figure 1.

FIGURE 1. Part of Julia set Jc for c = �0:7 + 0:1i,which does not have one-equator property.The same idea allows one to �nd many other pointsthat don't have the one-equator property, as illus-trated in Figure 2. It is much harder to show theexistence of points o� the real axis that do havethe one-equator property.
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FIGURE 2. Black dots represent points in the upper half of the Mandelbrot cardioid that are known not to havethe one-equator property. The appearance of the picture is a consequence of the numerical method, which isthe following. For a given c, we look for positive numbers t1 < t2 such that it1 goes to in�nity under iterationand it2 goes to the �nite attracting point. If there is such a pair we know that c does not have the one-equatorproperty; see Example 2.2.
3. EXISTENCE OF THE ONE-EQUATOR PROPERTYThe idea in proving that there are points with theone-equator property is to �nd a parameter c inM1such that the Julia set Jc (which is the closure ofrepelling periodic points) intersects the imaginaryaxis in a periodic point z0 of order n in which thederivative of the iterate fnc is real and greater than1, so at least locally there will be only one inter-section. If the derivative is not real, the Julia setwill look locally like a spiral [Carleson and Gamelin1993], because locally, near a periodic point z0, theiterate behaves like z � z0 7! (fnc )0(z0)(z � z0).We �rst solve the equation fnc (it) = it for theperiodic point it as a function of a real parametert. We get 2n�1 curves c(t) parametrized by the realparameter t.
Example 3.1. For n = 1, the equation (it)2 + c = ithas the solution c(t) = it+ t2. We have c(t) 2M1only for jtj < 12 , and thus it is the attractive �xedpoint, not on Jc.

For n = 2, the equation (�t2 + c)2 + c = it hassolutions c1(t) = it + t2 and c2(t) = �it + t2 � 1.The curve c1 gives attracting �xed points, and c2misses M1.For higher n we can't get analytical solutions. Let'stake one of these curves t 7! c(t) and look at thereal function �n(t) = Im(fnc(t))0(it):We �nd numerically that n = 4 is the smallestinteger for which this function changes sign insidethe cardioid o� the real axis. Let t0 be the zero of� = �4 lying in the interval (1:04; 1:06), and let c0be the solution of the equation f 4c0(it0) = it0. Thisc0 is the point we are looking for. See Figure 3.Let it0 be the repelling periodic point of order4 of the function fc0(z) = z2 + c0. We denote byzj = f jc0(it0), for j = 0; 1; 2; 3, the periodic pointsof the 4-cycle. We interpret indices j cyclicallymodulo 4.
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FIGURE 3. Solution curves of f4c (it) = it in thec-plane. One of the curves goes near the pointc = �0:067� 0:419i, for t = 1:05.The numerical values aret0 = 1:0493404831;c0 = �0:0669671577 � 0:4194471409i;z0 = it0;z1 = �1:1680826073 � 0:4194471409i;z2 = 1:1215139157 + 0:560450679i;z3 = 0:8767213418 + 0:8376593302i:The attracting �xed point is z� = �0:149118101�0:3230900049i. Therefore the circle K(z�; �) withradius � = 1�2jz�j � 0:288 and center z� lies insidethe basin of attraction of z�. This is a consequenceof the inequalityjfc0(z� + h)� z�j � (2 jz�j+ jhj)jhj < jhj;which holds if hj < 1� 2 jz�j.We now construct two open domains D+r;j andD�r;j as follows. At the point zj take the two cir-cles of radius R = 1:5 tangent to the path t 7!f jc0(it0+ it). Take also the circle with center zj andradius r. These three circles bound two wedgeswith vertex zj ; we de�ne D+r;j as the wedge thatopens away from 0 and D�r;j as the wedge thatopens toward 0.

For r1 = 0:3 and r2 = 0:9 we will prove thefollowing facts.
Proposition 3.2. (i) fc0(D�r1;j) � D�r2;j+1 for j =0; 1; 2; 3.(ii) For all points z from D�r1;j we havejfc0(z)� zj+1j > 1:5 jz � zj jfor j = 0; 1; 2; 3.(iii) For z 2 D+r2;jnD+r1;j we have jfc0(z)j > 1:5,and therefore z is in the basin of attraction ofin�nity . (See Figure 4.)(iv) For z 2 D�r2;jnD�r1;j we have jf 3c0(z) � z�j < �,and the point z is in the basin of attraction of theattracting �xed point z� of fc0. (See Figure 5.)(The 1:5 in (ii) and (iii) is unrelated to the constantR in the de�nition of D+r;j and D�r;j .)
Proof. Properties (i) and (ii) are consequences ofthe following two lemmas:
Lemma 3.3. Let f(z) = z2 + c0, and let a nonzerocomplex point a and a direction ei�, for � 2 R,be given. In local coordinates at a, in which thedirection is preserved , the function f is given byz 7! g(z) = 2 jaj z + jaja ei�z2:
Proof. Let La;�(z) = a + ei�z, b = f(a); the direc-tion ei� is determined by the image of direction ei�in point b, � = arg(aei�). Then our normalizedfunction is the composition L�1b;� � f � La;� = g. �
Lemma 3.4. Let g(z) = kz+ eiz2, where k > 1, andlet Dr be the wedgefz : jz � iRj > R; jzj < r; Re z > 0g:Then for pairs (k; ) from Lemma 3.3 we have, forall periodic points zj ,g(Dr1) � Dr2 (3.1)and jg(z)j > 1:5 jzj for all z 2 Dr1 : (3.2)
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FIGURE 4. Convergence to in�nity. The images under fc0 of the regions D+r2;jnD+r1;j are shaded and lie outsidethe circle of escape radius 1.5.
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FIGURE 5. Convergence to to the �nite attracting point. The images under fc0 of the regions D�r2;jnD�r1;j areshaded. The smooth curve is the third preimage of the attracting circle. The regions D�r2;jnD�r1;j lie within thissmooth curve.
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Proof. The function g is analytic, so it is enoughto show the inclusion g(@Dr1nf0g) � Dr2 . If weparametrize circles S(�iR;R) by�(t) = R(sin t� i(1 � cos t));the expression jg��(t)�iRj2�R2 can be simpli�edto8R2 sin2 t2� 12k(k � 1) +R2(1� cos t)+R(k � 1) sin(t� s)�Rk sin s�:It is a strictly positive function of t on the interval(0; �=2) for all four periodic points zj . This fol-lows from elementary reasoning, because the pairs(k; ) in question are (2:099; 0), (2:482;�0:345),(2:508;�0:119), (2:425; 0:046). Since, for all jzj =r1 and all j, we have jg(z)j � kr1 + r21 < r2; wehave veri�ed (3.1). Inequality (3.2) is trivial sincejg(z)j � (k � jzj)jzj � (2� 0:3) jzj � 1:5 jzj: �This concludes the proof of parts (i) and (ii) ofProposition 3.2. For the proof of (iii) and (iv), it isenough to look at the shaded domains D�r2;jnD�r1;j.More formally, to prove (iii), we should look atthe boundaries of domainsD+r2;jnD+r1;j , because thefunction fc0 is analytic. We can choose pointsw1; : : : ; wn from the boundaries of our domains insuch a way that the union of the disks with centerwk and radius 0.05 covers the boundaries. For allthese �nitely many points (approximately 80) wecan computationally verify thatjfc0(wk)j > 1:8:Each point from our boundaries can be written inthe form wk + h for some jhj < 0:05. From theinequalitiesjfc0(wk)j�jfc0(wk+h)j � jfc0(wk+h)�fc0(wk)j� (2 jwk j+jhj)jhj �M jhjwe get jfc0(wk + h)j � jfc0(wk)j �M jhj> 1:8� 6� 0:05 = 1:5;

since all domains lie in the circle of radius 2.5 cen-tered at the origin.The proof of (iv) is similar, with jhj < 0:001,jf 3c0(wk + h)� f 3c0(wk)j �M jhjfor M = 50, and �nallyjf 3c0(wk + h)� z�j � jf 3c0(wk)� z�j+M jhj< 0:23 + 50� 0:001 < �:The veri�cation that jf 3c0(wk)� z�j < 0:23 must becarried out for approximately 4000 points wk. �
Theorem 3.5. There is a point c0 in the Mandelbrotcardioid , o� the real axis, that has the one-equatorproperty .
Proof. We have to show that the sequencewn = fnc0(it);where t � 0, diverges to in�nity if t > t0 and con-verges to the attracting �xed point z� of fc0 for0 � t < t0.We consider �rst the case t > t0. If t � t0 +r2, then jw0j > 1:5 and therefore we are in theattraction basin of in�nity. If r1 < t� t0 < r2, part(iii) of Proposition 3.2 gives jw1j > 1:5, so again goto in�nity.If 0 < t � t0 � r1, parts (i) and (ii) of Proposi-tion 3.2 say that some wn is in D+r2;jnD+r1;j ; by part(iii) we have jwn+1j > 1:5.Now assume instead that 0 � t < t0.If 0 < t � t0 � r2 = 0:14, then w0 is in thebasin of attraction of �nite attracting point z�. Ifr1 < t0�t < r2, then by part (iv) of the propositionwe have w3 = f 3c0(it) 2 K(z�; �). Finally, If 0 <t0� t � r1, parts (i) and (ii) say that some wn is inD�r2;jnD�r1;j ; by part (iv) we have wn+3 2 K(z�; �).�
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